MASTÈRE SPÉCIALISÉ®
Safety and International Regulation for Fragrances and Cosmetics (*)

Safety evaluation - Security - Control

A 5-MONTH POSTGRADUATE PROGRAM AND A 5-MONTH INTERNSHIP

- A Specialised Post-Master’s Degree in Safety and International Regulation of Fragrances and Cosmetics, accredited by the CGE -Conférence des Grandes Ecoles-, and delivered by EBI School of Engineer majoring in Biology

FOR WHICH PROFESSION?
This postgraduate program will provide you with B-to-B and B-to-C opportunities throughout the safety and regulatory chain: from the supplier to the distributor in the fields of fragrances and cosmetics, such as:

- Manager in charge of national and international regulatory issues
- Product Safety and Cosmetovigilance Manager
- Manager in charge of product’s risk management
- Raw materials Homologation Manager

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

- Engineering degree in Chemistry, Food Science, Biological Engineering
- Master 2-level university diploma, 5 years’ higher education studies in Life Sciences, Chemistry, Pharmacy
- Pharmacists, veterinarians, doctors in medicine
- 1st year of Master’s, 4 years’ higher education studies with 3 years’ professional experience (manager)
- Fluent in English (TOEFL iBT 85)

ADMISSION STEPS

- Selection on file, then interview
- Application to be downloaded
- Application periods
  - First application deadline: before mid-May
  - Second application deadline: mid-September, if there are places available

EMPLOYERS WHO TRUST US
Bourjois
Carrefour
Chanel
Clarins
Decléor-Carita
Dior
Galderma
IFF
Intertek
L’Oréal
Nuxe
PUIG
Reckitt Benckiser
Sensient
Symrise
...

100% Graduation rate (promotion 2017)
67% Employment rate (promotion 2018)

* The Specialised Master’s Degree® in the safety and international regulation of fragrance and cosmetics products - MASTÈRE SPÉCIALISÉ® International Safety and Regulation for Fragrances and Cosmetics
Program

Learning Goals

Course Contents

- Approved raw materials and ingredients authorised for use in fragrances and cosmetics
- The process for developing fragrances and cosmetic products
- Assessing ingredients and finished products regarding their impact on human safety and the environment
- European and international regulations governing fragrances and cosmetic products
- Risk analysis and crisis management

Learning Outcomes

- Managing a regulatory file, checking the effectiveness and harmlessness of the products before they are placed on the market
- Assessing and managing risks from the product design phase through to their use by the consumer
- Assessing and validating the regulatory conformity of the products
- Being familiar with the techniques for assessing the safety of products and the risks of using a product
- Validating the regulatory conformity of communication media (packaging, labelling, advertising, etc.)
- Organising the monitoring of international regulations and a cosmovigilance system
- Managing a crisis and communication during a crisis
- Working with multiple in-house and external stakeholders

Contacts

Colette CAZIER
Administrative and teaching assistante
01 39 23 70 62
ccazier@isipca.fr

Sylvie TOULGOAT
Academic manager
01 39 23 70 57
stoulgoat@isipca.fr
Key Figures

16 training programs from 1-year diplomas to Master’s degrees

96% exam success rate

83% of graduates find a job within 7 months

100 professional instructors

+ 300 companies who trust us including l’Oréal, Chanel, Yves Rocher, Givaudan, IFF, Sephora, Firmenich etc.

13 major academic partnerships: ESSEC, EBI, ESCOM, AgroParistech, Université de Versailles-St-Quentin, Université de Padoue (Italie), Université de Cergy-Pontoise, Université Côte d’Azur (UCA), ASFO, le GIP, IUT d’Orléans, Singapore Polytechnic et Shanghai Institute of Technology

- Summer schools
- Winter schools

Why study at isipca

- ISIPCA was created in 1970 by Jean-Jacques Guerlain, a descendant of Pierre-François-Pascal Guerlain, the founder of the iconic Guerlain House.

- ISIPCA is the world leading graduate school dedicated to Perfume, Cosmetics and Food Flavorings, affiliated to the Paris Ile-de-France Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Its training programs are dedicated to all related scientific and commercial professions.

- The quality of the ISIPCA undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate programs is highly recognized by academics, professional bodies and companies, around the world.

- It offers an innovative pedagogy including a platform and training services on Blackboard, free MOOCs, etc.

- ISIPCA is endowed with a renowned research and development center in physicochemical analysis and sensory analysis

- Its Library offers first-rate resources: 2,000 books and 8,000 periodical articles and sectoral market studies and more than 20 subscriptions to general press and specialized journals.

ISIPCA provides you with :

- International Student Services: Buddy Program, Induction Day, Off-Campus Housing search, etc.

- A secure study environment

- State-of-the-art learning and research facilities including 14 cutting-edge research laboratories

- A student support in your internship or work placement seeking

- Two associations which are dedicated to students and alumni [ISIPCA Alumni]
The sense of excellence

Fragrance - Cosmetics - Flavors